Ohio is Making Learning Affordable

Curators

Test Ingredients
Review existing open and affordable teaching resources.

Compile Recipes
Select which resources to include and which to remix, and create custom open resources.

Build Your Cookbook
Package course content to meet your objectives, and share!

Adopters

We’re cooking up excellent open content!
Content Curators (or expert chefs) will review available resources, create new content where applicable and compile this content in a course package, similar to a cookbook. Content Adopters then take this cookbook of open content and select which elements to use and which to customize. The end result? A well-balanced educational experience for students, built from open resources.

View the Cookbook
Review the course package to find content to meet your needs.

Select and Customize Recipes
Choose content from the course package and customize items when applicable.

Serve Your Meal
Teach using the modular, customized content you’ve selected to align with your syllabus.